
ImPAct 

Implement Plastic Action

Week in Vouziers
4th to 8th November 2019

Plastics and pollution 



Monday 

Pollution,	 pollution,	 
Too	 much	 plastic	 !

What song for this title ?                                                                          Money, Money, Money
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2The college 

	 In the morning, we did activities to 
get to know each other, to get to know 
the college and to prepare the final 
show.
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3Trip to Sommauthe 

	 We went to the waste disposal centre 
of Sommauthe. Although recycling has 
been in place in the Ardennes for several 
years, our students have seen that a lot of 
waste arrives here. 

Even if they are used to produce 
energy, we still have a lot of work 
to do to ensure that plastic and 
other waste are not left to the four 
winds, buried or not recycled.

In Ardennes, we have  two 
waste disposal centres that 
take up 95,000 tonnes of 
waste per year.
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4
Tuesday

What song for this title ?                                                                           Bicycle

Recycle,	 recycle	 !



5Recycle !
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We went to visit the waste sorting centre in Reims. Here is a film from the one in 
Charleville-Mézières that has the same operation and we met its director on Friday.

A video to explain the dif-
ferent sorting operations

The website

A virtual tour

Sorry
all in 
French

https://youtu.be/ctLPLUoqUiE
https://youtu.be/ctLPLUoqUiE
https://youtu.be/ctLPLUoqUiE
https://youtu.be/ctLPLUoqUiE
http://valodea.fr/installations/centre-de-tri/
http://valodea.fr/installations/centre-de-tri/
http://www.vip-studio360.fr/galerie360/visites/vv-valodea/vv-valodea-c.html
http://www.vip-studio360.fr/galerie360/visites/vv-valodea/vv-valodea-c.html


Collect wastes
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We carried out a waste collection in the Léo 
LAGRANGE park in Reims.
The harvest was not very important because 
the city of Reims already ensures a regular 
cleaning
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7Wednesday

What song for this title ?                                                                                      heigh-ho

Heigh-ho,	 Heigh-ho
It's	 the	 moment	 from	 work
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Repair coffee 

Posters workshop
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Circus workshop

Recycl’Art 9
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Video workshop

Drama workshop
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11Monument workshop



12Thursday

What song for this title ?                                                                       Do it now !

I	 ‘m	 walking
under	 the	 rain
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In the morning, «La Maison de la Na-
ture» offered us an animation on the 
impact of plastic on our environment 
but the animation was a little spoiled 
by the rain.
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In the afternoon we went to enjoy the sun at the Parc-Argonne discovery. The 
students tried to find the feeling of weightlessness
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Friday

And for the end, easy...

Despite	 the	 crying,
the	 show	 must	 go	 on



16The monument
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    We created a monument to denounce pollution. 
    We buried the planet to remember different elements :
 

• to remember the visit of the waste disposal center
• to show the impact of the Northern hemisphere on 

the Southern hemisphere.
• to show the oceanic part that receives all our plastic 

waste

    The colour of the continents represents the average tempe-
rature and the global warming.
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We met with Mr Castello, Director of Valodea (who manages waste 
management in the Ardennes Department) and Mr Maksud, Direc-
tor of 2C2A, communities of municipalities where the college is lo-
cated.

 Voir l’interview

https://youtu.be/W_M3pYJyK40
https://youtu.be/W_M3pYJyK40
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See the visitor center show
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Not being able to create an exhibition for all our students, we organized a 
show to present the work of the week.
Link to the video
Then the families and the partners gathered around a «cacasse à cul nu», 
, a culinary speciality from the Ardennes, prepared by Sylvain, cook of the 
college.

https://youtu.be/kypitt0hVOI
https://youtu.be/kypitt0hVOI

